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Wheres Wally In Outer Space Activity Book
Wow! Five fantastic Where's Wally? titles and a sticker book in one sumptuous slipcase. Featuring the first five bestselling Where's Wally? adventures: Where's Wally?, Where's Wally Now?,
Where's Wally? 3 The Fantastic Journey, Where's Wally? In Hollywood and Where's Wally? The Wonder Book. Plus Where's Wally? The Fabulous Flying Carpets Sticker Book, with over 250
stickers and a play scene to create your own Wally adventures. Hours of eye-boggling fun!
For readers of The Astronaut Wives Club, The Mercury 13 reveals the little-known true story of the remarkable women who trained for NASA space flight. In 1961, just as NASA launched its
first man into space, a group of women underwent secret testing in the hopes of becoming America’s first female astronauts. They passed the same battery of tests at the legendary Lovelace
Foundation as did the Mercury 7 astronauts, but they were summarily dismissed by the boys’ club at NASA and on Capitol Hill. The USSR sent its first woman into space in 1963; the United
States did not follow suit for another twenty years. For the first time, Martha Ackmann tells the story of the dramatic events surrounding these thirteen remarkable women, all crackerjack pilots
and patriots who sometimes sacrificed jobs and marriages for a chance to participate in America’s space race against the Soviet Union. In addition to talking extensively to these women,
Ackmann interviewed Chuck Yeager, John Glenn, Scott Carpenter, and others at NASA and in the White House with firsthand knowledge of the program, and includes here never-before-seen
photographs of the Mercury 13 passing their Lovelace tests. Despite the crushing disappointment of watching their dreams being derailed, the Mercury 13 went on to extraordinary
achievement in their lives: Jerrie Cobb, who began flying when she was so small she had to sit on pillows to see out of the cockpit, dedicated her life to flying solo missions to the Amazon rain
forest; Wally Funk, who talked her way into the Lovelace trials, went on to become one of the first female FAA investigators; Janey Hart, mother of eight and, at age forty, the oldest astronaut
candidate, had the political savvy to steer the women through congressional hearings and later helped found the National Organization for Women. A provocative tribute to these extraordinary
women, The Mercury 13 is an unforgettable story of determination, resilience, and inextinguishable hope.
Wally Funk was among the Mercury 13, the first group of American pilots to complete NASA's 1961 Women in Space program. Funk breezed through the rigorous physical and mental tests,
her scores beating those of many of the male candidates—even John Glenn. Just one week before Funk was to enter the final phase of training, the entire program was abruptly cancelled.
Politics and prejudice meant that none of the more-than-qualified women ever went to space. Undeterred, Funk went on to become one of America's first female aviation inspectors and civilian
flight instructors, though her dream of being an astronaut never dimmed. In this offbeat odyssey, journalist and fellow space buff Sue Nelson travels with Wally Funk, now approaching her
eightieth birthday, as she races to make her giant leap. Covering their travels across the United States and Europe—taking in NASA's mission control in Houston and Spaceport America in
New Mexico, where Funk's ride to space awaits—this is a uniquely intimate and entertaining portrait of a true aviation trailblazer.
View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
Where's Wally?
The Extraordinary Story of a Female Aviation Pioneer
Activity Book
Where's Wally? the Sticker Book!
Where's Wally? Santa Spectacular

Take it on the road! Waldo's activities will challenge and entertain fans for hours in a format perfect for travel. Dial up the brainpower and dive into this crazy collection of mazes, memory games,
spot-the-difference activities, matching exercises, quizzes, doodles, tangled line teasers, and more. They're all tucked into a compact volume designed to go anywhere you do, with a classy
elasticized closure for packing things up when you're done.
The reader follows Wally as he travels through time and must try to find him in the illustrations of some of the crowded places he visits.
Scour these intricately illustrated pages for our most beloved icon of pop culture, the late and great David Bowie. This book is a reverent and interactive homage to David Bowie, with dense
illustrations of the many real and imagined universes of his own making. Hidden somewhere on each of these double-page spreads, a Bowie is patiently waiting to be spotted by the well-trained
eye of a fan. As the chameleonic Bowie took on so many iconic personas across his illustrious career, each moment is celebrated chronologically in this book. You will have to find young and
dapper David Jones in 1960s Brixton; look for Ziggy Stardust in spaced-out Outer Space, crawling with Martian spiders and nestled between the stars; then search for glam Bowie among the
revelers at Studio 54; and ask yourself, is that the Thin White Duke outside Hansa by the Wall in late-'70s Berlin? Each page of this book is so laden with Bowie references that you might even
pick up a factoid or two in your search. With fun, detailed illustrations that explore Bowie's world--and that of his influences--Where's Bowie? is the perfect guide to the cultural icon for both
adults and children. Plus, who doesn't want to raise their kid as a Bowie super-geek? No one--that's who.
In 'The Incredible Paper Chase', Wally travels through amazing worlds of dinosaurs, soldiers, clowns and more. He leaves a tiny piece of paper to look for in every scene, and at the end of the
book there are checklists with hundreds more things to find.
Where's Wally? the Treasure Hunt
The U
Two Pilots and Their Historic Battle for Female Spaceflight
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Where's Waldo Now?
The reader follows Waldo as he hikes around the world and must try to find him in the illustrations of some of the crowded places
he visits, including the past, fantasy worlds, movie sets, and famous works of art.
WHERE'S WALDO? THE WONDER BOOK takes searching for Waldo to a whole new eye-boggling level. Waldo-whizzes old and new won't be
able to put it down! WALDO has wandered around the world, through time, and across the silver screen. Where is he off to now? Into
a world of dreams and fantasies, of swarming scenes that could be invented only by the inspired mind of Martin Handford. Wilder
and wackier than ever before, WALDO's adventures now span a crazy cake factory, the Land of Woof (imagine 1,000 Woofs!), an
endless maze of halls and doors (can you find the keys that match the keyholes?), a riotous fun fair of fruits and vegetables, and
much more! Every teeming double-page spread features more than twice the characters--and twice the challenge--of previous WALDO
books! WHERE'S WALDO? THE WONDER BOOK will make your eyes POP!
Synopsis coming soon.......
Lost for thousands of years. Hidden among thousands of people. Let the search for Wally begin... again! Wally-Watchers, get ready
to dive into the past - and maybe the future - in your search for the mischevious Wally and friends.
Dublin's Girl
Where's Wally? The Holiday Handbook
Where's Waldo? Games on the Go!
Where's Waldo? the Spectacular Spotlight Search
The Incredible Paper Chase
This terrific, travel-sized Where's Wally? book is full of searches, games and creative activities. Solve perplexing puzzles, personalise your travel checklist, design your own time machine and more.
Plus, keep track of your own journeys with fun prompts, facts and challenges. And don't forget to search for Wally - he's hiding in every scene! This search-and-find book also comes with a bonus
sensational story card game!Fourth in a series of travel-sized Wally titles - look out for The Totally Essential Travel Collection, The Colouring Collection and Games on the Go! on your
adventures!
All the wondrous Wally worlds in one This title contains seven sensational 'Where's Wally?' books packed into a handy travel-sized edition. Wherever you're going, however you're travelling - join
the spectacular search for Wally and be sure to send a postcard to all of your friends
A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down to the kitchen for a
midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off
course. Let me sit down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in
time. To tell more would rob the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the adventures in space and
time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the most popular boys in high school). They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while
engaged in secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
Spaceflight historian Amy Shira Teitel tells the riveting story of the female pilots who each dreamed of being the first American woman in space. When the space age dawned in the late 1950s,
Jackie Cochran held more propeller and jet flying records than any pilot of the twentieth century—man or woman. She had led the Women's Auxiliary Service Pilots during the Second World
War, was the first woman to break the sound barrier, ran her own luxury cosmetics company, and counted multiple presidents among her personal friends. She was more qualified than any
woman in the world to make the leap from atmosphere to orbit. Yet it was Jerrie Cobb, twenty-five years Jackie's junior and a record-holding pilot in her own right, who finagled her way into
taking the same medical tests as the Mercury astronauts. The prospect of flying in space quickly became her obsession. While the American and international media spun the shocking story of a
"woman astronaut" program, Jackie and Jerrie struggled to gain control of the narrative, each hoping to turn the rumored program into their own ideal reality—an issue that ultimately went all the
way to Congress. This dual biography of audacious trailblazers Jackie Cochran and Jerrie Cobb presents these fascinating and fearless women in all their glory and grit, using their stories as guides
through the shifting social, political, and technical landscape of the time.
Wally Funk's Race for Space
Fighting for Space
A sweeping wartime romance novel from a debut voice in fiction!
Where's Waldo? Spooky Spotlight Search
Where's Bowie?
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The reader is invited to find Waldo in the detailed illustrations of several crowded Hollywood movie sets.
Join Waldo and friends on four fantastic adventures in search of treasures while doing activities and solving puzzles using brain power and a pen. Seek out four lost treasures (a shell, a gem, a feather, and a star) as you play
games at sea, across landscapes, up in the sky, and in outer space. Divided into four journeys, this hands-on book is packed with hundreds of searches as well as mazes, word puzzles, matching games, quizzes, spot-the-difference
activities, riddles, tangle line teasers, and more. Add the end-of-book checklists with lots of extra things to find and you have hours of mind-bending fun to return to again and again. Tremendous!"
Waldo's back in the picture in a brand-new adventure. Fans can look for the bespectacled traveler in never-before-seen illustrations, along with more than 40 removable stickers and a slew of other novel features. Full color.
Consumable.
The travel companion that Waldo fans can’t get enough of--now with all the classic adventures! Waldo seekers on their own voyages will be raring to go with this compact compilation featuring all seven of his renowned
excursions: Where’s Waldo? Where’s Waldo Now? Where’s Waldo? The Fantastic Journey Where’s Waldo? The Wonder Book Where’s Waldo? In Hollywood Where’s Waldo? The Great Picture Hunt! Where’s Waldo? The
Incredible Paper Chase
The Mercury 13
Puzzles, Activities, and Searches
Where's Wally? Double Trouble at the Museum
The Really Remarkable Activity Book
Where's Wally? Across Lands

Inspired by real life events, a young woman falls for the British officer she has been ordered to betray during the Irish War of Independence.
Take a trip through film history and find Wally and friends along the way! Journey to the Wild, Wild West, crawl into Ali Baba's crazy cave, wander through the Where's Wally musical. With lots
of eye-boggling extras, Wally is smaller and harder to find than ever!
It's pitch dark on the way to Odlaw's haunted castle -- but Waldo-seekers have a cool wand to light the way in a book perfect for the spooky season. Somewhere in the darkness, Waldo is
venturing across a swamp toward a looming castle, sneaking down to the dungeon and through a creepy gallery to . . . Hey! We didn't see that twist coming! In Waldo's second adventure
featuring this innovative, all-paper design, readers can slide a spotlight searcher under a series of totally dark scenes, illuminating small sections and stealthily moving the light to seek out
Waldo and his friends. Everyone's favorite vagabond is in costume as himself in this Halloween-worthy challenge for eagle-eyed fans.
Where's Waldo? In the spotlight . . . somewhere! Now that the rest of the scene has gone dark, finding him is a spectacular new challenge. Just when you thought you'd mastered the art of
finding Waldo, along comes a whole new twist to tracking him down! In an innovative, all-paper design that simulates a traveling spotlight beam, each scene is completely dark until the savvy
reader slides a wand underneath to "light up" a small section. The trick is to carefully move the magic slider around until the right spot is revealed. Each of the six classic nighttime scenes
contains Waldo and four other favorite characters to find, along with bonus hidden content and additional games on every page. With an exciting new format that gives our wanderer the star
treatment he deserves, The Spectacular Spotlight Searchis a must-have for Waldo fans of all ages.
Where's Wally? Exciting Expeditions
Where's Waldo? the Wow Collection
Wheres Wally? the Solid Gold Collection
12 Classic Scenes As You've Never Seen Them Before!
Where's Wally? In Outer Space

Wally and his friends are back in this nifty, travel-sized book of thrills! Packed full of paper-folding activities, games and searches to get
your brain in gear for adventure! Create lots of exhilarating Wally fun from a fleet of paper aeroplanes to a host of fantastic fortune tellers,
with clear instructions for assembly. Plus, there are perforated pages, stickers and extra craft paper - NO GLUE OR SCISSORS REQUIRED!
Wow! A perfect book for people who love searches, games, making and creating. Let the Paper Pandemonium begin! Fifth in a series of
travel-sized Wally titles - look out for The Totally Essential Travel Collection, The Colouring Collection, Games on the Go! and Exciting
Expeditions on your adventures!
Where's Waldo? Enjoying a refreshed cover plus two new pages of games and searches! Waldo and his friends Wenda, Woof, Wizard
Whitebeard, and Odlaw are cropping up in scenes throughout history, appearing alongside cavemen, gladiators, gold miners, and more.
Waldo even gets lost in the future!
A collection for only the most diligent of searchers! Complete the picture and find your favorite Where's Waldo? adventures in one
sensational slipcase. Ready yourself for hours of searching with this slipcase full of Waldo's best-selling adventures. This cool collection
features seven puzzling classics--each including a spread full of new games and searches, and redesigned with a cohesive new look. Line
them all up and you may even find the titular wanderer along their spines! Inside you'll find: Where's Waldo? Where's Waldo Now? Where's
Waldo? The Fantastic Journey Where's Waldo? In Hollywood Where's Waldo? The Wonder Book Where's Waldo? The Great Picture Hunt
Where's Waldo? The Great Paper Chase
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Lets you join Wally and his friends. This Santa themed sticker activity book features 24 pages of wintry sticker-based activities (spot the
differences, jigsaws, games, mazes, searches and more) and six sticker sheets bursting with hundreds of stickers to complete them.
Wheres Wally?
The True Story of Thirteen Women and the Dream of Space Flight
Where's Waldo? the Great Picture Hunt!
Where's Wally? Takes Flight
Where's Waldo? in Hollywood
Where's Wally? In Outer SpaceWhere's Wally Now?
Young readers are invited to find Waldo and his friends, and a variety of other details, hidden in illustrations of environments from a swamp full of insects to a Viking camp, and
to solve mazes, word squares, and other related puzzles.
From "America's nerviest journalist" (Newsweek)--a breath-taking epic, a magnificent adventure story, and an investigation into the true heroism and courage of the first
Americans to conquer space. "Tom Wolfe at his very best" (The New York Times Book Review) Millions of words have poured forth about man's trip to the moon, but until now
few people have had a sense of the most engrossing side of the adventure; namely, what went on in the minds of the astronauts themselves - in space, on the moon, and even
during certain odysseys on earth. It is this, the inner life of the astronauts, that Tom Wolfe describes with his almost uncanny empathetic powers, that made The Right Stuff a
classic.
Where's Wally? at Sea
Where's Wally? Paper Pandemonium: Search, Fold and Play on the Go!
Where's Waldo? the Totally Essential Travel Collection
Where's Wally? Destination: Everywhere!
Where's Wally Now?
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